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find General Nixon recommending a step which involved
the addition of another hundred miles to the difficult commu-
nications and was almost certain to stimulate the enemy—for
the first time into taking strong counter measures.
General Nixon's judgment on this point has .been very
severely criticised by the Commission which subsequently
was set up to enquire into the cause of his failure in Meso-
potamia, and he has been bitterly blamed for his lack of
discretion. But if we pause to consider the human factor
in the situation,, the factor which is of primary importance
in solving any military problem, we can scarcely avoid coming
to the conclusion that General Nixon's attitude was the
inevitable outcome of the influence of success upon an
optimistic nature. He believed himself to have been ap-
pointed to instil the spirit of the offensive; by hard fighting
and by sheer administrative improvisation he had succeeded
—not once, but four times—where a leader with more cautious
temperament would have feared to tread; by consistently
accepting a " sporting risk" he had achieved a series of
brilliant victories with the result that he had come to
look upon his troops as invincible, and his enemy as
impotent. He was the only leader among all the Com-
manders-in-Chief of the various Allied enterprises who had
consistently compelled success, and—with that reputation
to maintain—he found himself a hundred miles from Bagh-
dad, which he knew to be the coveted object of Indian policy,
and for which he had been ordered to prepare a plan of
capture when he was first appointed to his command.* There
•was, apparently, nothing but a handful of demoralised enemy
between him and his prize; to move swiftly to seize it was
to complete the achievement of his force and to set British
prestige on an unassailable height. Psychologically, the effect
of brilliant, but narrowly won, success upon a naturally
impulsive and sanguine temperament is an interesting study :
in this particular example the effect was to cause General
Nixon to under-estimate every difficulty which stood in his
path.
It must not be imagined, however, that the decision on
so important a point of policy and strategy rested with
General Nixon alone—he was the military commander, whose
role is to give effect to the policy of his Government. Ever
since it was first mooted by Colonel Cox, the proposal to
* He never did submit any plan for the capture of Baghdad until
this moment.

